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Can We Predict What Mothers Do? Modeling
Childhood Diarrhea in Rural Mexico

GERY W. RYAN AND HOMERO MARTINEZ

In this article we build a decision model to predict how Mexican women treat childhood diarrhea. From ethnographic interviewing, we
found that women's beliefs about types and causes of diarrhea, and women's perceptions about different treatments do not uniformly
affect behavior. Some beliefs appear to affect treatment choices but others have no noticeable consequences. We also found that beliefs
about diarrhea and its treatment varied among community members. Despite this intracultural variation, we built a decision-making
model that predicts 84% of an independent sample of reported treatments. The model uses II rules. The research has implications for
medical anthropology, research methods, and medical intervention strategies.
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Social research on illnesses has concentrated on two key
questions: 1) How do environmental and economic factors

affect patterns of treatment (Bentley 1988; Scrimshaw and
Hurtado 1988; Weiss 1988)? 2) How do beliefs, attitudes, or
perceptions affect the choice of treatment (Coreil and Genece
1988; Stapleton 1989)?

Researchers generally consider caretakers to be rational
decision makers whose knowledge and resources affect their
choices. Some researchers (Woods and Graves 1976) state that
material and economic factors are central to shaping health
behaviors. Others (Fabrega 1974; Kleinman 1980) claim that
beliefs (also called "explanatory models") are the strong shapers
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of treatment practices. For example, in research on diarrhea,
two cognitive factors are generally reported to affect treatment
behavior: typologies of diarrhea and perceived causes of
diarrhea. Kumar et al. (1981), Escobar and Chuy (1983), de
Zoysa et al. (1984), Green (1985), Nichter (1988), and Weiss
(1988) have shown how complex typologies of diarrhea
influence treatment behavior around the world. Nations (1982)
and Kendall et al. (1984) have demonstrated how perceptions
of causes affect therapeutic approaches.

Most investigators consider both explanatory models and
environmental and economic constraints. For example, Young
(1980) showed that an individual's beliefs and economic factors
interact when predicting treatment behavior in a Mexican
village. He tied people's perceptions of the gravity of an illness
and the likelihood of a cure to the availability of money and
transportation. Other researchers have found that beliefs about
types and causes of illness played a significant role in health
seeking behaviors but only in relation to other non-cognitive
influences (Scrimshaw and Hurtado 1988; Smith et al. 1993).

Many ethnographic studies of diarrhea treatment examine
the range of beliefs and management practices in a community
or culture. Such studies are a necessary first step in answering
the question "Why do caretakers do what they doT' However,
they are often high on descriptive power and low on predictive
ability. Ethnographic studies provide investigators with
information to pose specific hypotheses about the causal links
between beliefs and behavior. These hypotheses need to be
formalized so that data can be collected and the hypothesis tested.

Recently, investigators have suggested using
decision-making techniques to better model the relationship
between beliefs and behaviors (Mathews and Hill 1990; Pelto
and Pelto 1990; Scrimshaw and Hurtado 1988; Young 1981b).
Young (1980) successfully predicted reported treatment
behavior using a few decision rules. While examining
therapeutic choices in Mexico, he asked three questions: 1) What
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Table I. Reported Causes of Childhood Diarrheal

'Percentage of mothers who said that a particular item caused diarrhea in
their children (n=142) (May include more than one answer).

are the alternative cures that the group sees as open to them? 2)
What are the criteria they use in selecting alternatives? 3) What
is the decision process, i.e., what principles do people use to
manipulate the information available?

In this study we apply a decision-making model to diarrhea
management in a rural community of Central Mexico. We base
our model on ethnographic interviews about past illness
episodes that we conducted with local mothers. We incorporate
into the model community intracultural variation which we
found in our interviews. Further, we test the model's predictive
ability by trying it on an independent sample of reported
treatment behaviors.

Causes
Dirty food (comida suda)
Empacho
Food the child didn't like
Heat (par calor)
Teething (par los dientes)
Green fruit
Parasites (pardsitos)
Other

Frequency
75
59
46
27
20
10
8

29

Percentage
53
42
32
19
14
7
6

20

Background

Diarrhea is one of the world's main killer of children. It is
estimated that diarrhea caused 3 million deaths in 1990
(UNICEF 1993). Even cases that are not life threatening retard
the physical growth of children (Black et at. 1984; Martorell
et at. 1975; Mata et al. 1972). In Mexico, for example, diarrhea
has a significant effect on weight and height of children, mostly
in the first 18 months of life (Martinez 1988). In the Solis Valley
of Mexico, where we conducted fieldwork, diarrhea and poor
nutrition contribute heavily to children's low weight and height.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA

The Solis Valley is a rural agricultural area in the central
valley of Mexico, 170 kilometers northwest of the capital city.
The floor of the valley is 2,400 meters above sea level. Winters
are cold and dry, while summers are warm and rainy. The valley
hosts a group of villages ranging in population from 800 to
1,900. Agriculture is the main economic activity ofthe people.
Cultivation of maize depends on water from the Lerma River.
The highly polluted waters of the river are used to irrigate the
fields and are also a drinking source for animals, whereas
drinking water for human consumption comes from wells. There
is no sewage disposal in the area. These conditions are typical
of many rural communities throughout the highland plateau of
Mexico, and contribute to a high level of environmental
contamination with human feces. Diarrhea is a common
problem, particularly for children. Previous studies in the area
show that marginal malnutrition affects about 60% of the under
5-year-old population, although severe malnutrition is rare
(Allen et at. 1987).

We collected the data for this study in San Jose a mestizo
village of 1,800 people in the center of the valley. San Jose was
part of a valley-wide project, funded by the Applied Diarrheal
Disease Research Project (ADDRP), on childhood diarrhea. The
aim of the project was to find the food and drink that are both
good for a child and accepted by mothers for use during acute
diarrheal episodes among children. The project examined the
factors that predict caretaking behavior, and researchers hoped
to use this information to develop more effective intervention
programs (Martinez 1990).

Mothers in San Jose have a lot of experience treating
childhood diarrhea. They respond to the illness with a variety
of caretaking behaviors. We refer to a single behavioral
responseto an illness episode as a treatment. The most common
treatments modalities are liquids such as herbal teas (tes), rice

Table 2. Reported Types of Childhood Diarrheal

Types Frequency Percentage
Bloody (can sangre) 65 46
Yellow (amarilla) 55 39
Green (verde) 54 38
Watery (aguada) 33 23
Empacho 21 15
With mucus (can maca) 16 II
Other (otra) 72 51

'Percentage of mothers recognizing different types of diarrhea (n=142)
(May include more than one answer).

water (atole de arroz), and carbonated beverages (gaseosas).
Homemade sugar-salt solutions (suero oral) are also given.
Mothers also manipulate their infant's body by pinching the
child's back (pellisque), placing holed paper on the child's
abdomen (papel estillido), or massaging the child (masaje) to
cure diarrhea. These treatments are common in other parts of
Mexico (Vega et at. 1979). Women use both prescription and
nonprescription drugs (pastiLlas). (Doctor's prescriptions are
not necessary for getting drugs at a pharmacy. Informants noted,
"If you can say it, you can buy it.") Mothers may seek advice
from formally trained medical personnel including private
physicians (doctor privado), community health workers
(auxilliares), and government sponsored clinics (unidades).
These treatment modalities are not mutually exclusive.

To facilitate our analysis, we categorized responses to
diarrheal illnesses into 1 of 7 treatment modalities. These
included: teas, carbonated beverages, rice water, sugar-salt
solutions (SSS), pills, physical manipulations, and formally
trained medical personnel. Our data show that women in San
Jose use from I to 7 of these different treatment modalities in
dealing with a single diarrheal episode.

From previous research (Martinez et at. 1991), we know that
mother's throughout the valley perceive diarrhea as coming
from dirty food, teething, empacho (the sticking of food in the
stomach or intestines), heat, green fruit, and worms (Table 1).
Most women have heard ofmicrobios, but they do not spontane
ously associate microbes with diarrhea. Women in the Solis
Valley differentiate among several types of diarrhea. They
distinguish between bloody (con sangre), green (verde), yellow
(am£lrillo), white (blanco), mucosal (con moco) and diarrhea caused
by empacho (Table 2). Empacho shows that concepts ofcause and
type are not necessarily exclusive. For a review of this folk illness,
see Weller (1991), Trotter (1989), and Smith (1993).
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Study Design

The immediate goal of the study was to understand better
how mothers decided to treat episodes of childhood diarrhea in
San Jose. From previous studies (Martinez 1988, 1990; Martinez
et al. 1991), we know how mothers in SoHs classified illnesses
and how they understood the causes, symptoms, and treatments
associated with childhood diarrhea. We hoped that by
understanding how mothers made choices about treatments, we
could provide recommendations for future intervention
programs throughout the valley. We wanted our model to predict
not only what treatment modalities mothers used or didn't use,
but also the order in which they started each modality. We
realized that laypeople often use different treatment modalities
simultaneously. We chose, however, to only examine the order
in which they started treatments to simplify our analysis. In
hindsight we would have learned more if we collected data on
the duration and overlap of treatments.

For the project, it was important to understand why mothers
gave or did not give sugar-salt-solution early in the treatment
sequence. We decided to model the seven treatment modalities
mentioned above.

We built and tested our decision model in three steps. In the
first step, we used open-ended questions to elicit the decision
criteria from a group of informants. In the second step, we used
the same ethnographic information to build a formal model.
The model represented our hypotheses about the interaction
between the elicited decision criteria and reported caretaking
behaviors. Finally, we tested the model's ability to predict an
independent sample of mothers' reported treatment behaviors.
We refer to the sample on which we built the model as Sample
A. We called the second sample, on which we tested the model,
Sample B.

STEP 1. ELICITATION OF DECISION CRITERIA

In our ethnographic interviews we specifically explored the
decision criteria that mothers used to select among alternative
treatments. Since we planned to build an aggregate model of
the community's treatment behaviors, we wanted to elicit the
fullest possible range of decision criteria from our informants.
This mandate presented us with two problems: 1) How to select
a sample of informants who would represent the widest variation
in the community; and 2) How to elicit the most complete list
of decision criteria from each informant.

Selection of Sample A

From previous studies, we knew that some women in San
Jose have traditional views about health and illness, while others
seem more knowledgeable about the biomedical model. To
capture this variation in medical beliefs, we first created a truel
false test of 45 questions about general medical knowledge.
We compiled a list of potential questions by asking doctors,
nurses, and nutritionists who were working on the SoHs Valley
project to suggest questions that they might put on a test of
medical knowledge. Of the questions suggested, we pretested
50 on to women from another village to see if they understood
the wording. We dropped 5 of the questions and made
appropriate word changes to a few of the others.

We administered the truelfalse test to 40 mothers in San Jose

who had children under 5 years of age. We selected women we
found at home over a week-long period in different parts of the
village during different times of the day.

The responses of the 40 women were analyzed using cultural
consensus modeling. Cultural consensus modeling allowed us
to: a) establish that the women's responses demonstrated a
cultural consensus (Borgatti 1990; Romney et al. 1986); and
b) identify those women whose answers in the interviews most
closely matched the cultural consensus.

Of the original 40 women, we selected a sample of 20 for
developing our predictive model. This was a purposive sample,
consisting of 8 women who most closely matched the
"consensus model" in the 45 questions, plus 6 of the most
"traditional" and 6 of the "most modem" respondents from the
group of 40 women. We defined mothers as modern and
traditional based on how well or poorly they agreed with the
doctors and nurses who had formulated the questions. We
considered women to be modem if they agreed a lot with the
our biomedical experts and traditional if they did not. We hoped
that such a sample would help us develop a model that would
predict the reported behavior of all mothers in the community.
We refer to this sample as Sample A.

Data Collection in Sample A

We sought out and conducted ethnographic interviews with
each of the selected women. First, we asked mothers about their
treatment behavior during their child's most recent episode of
diarrhea, as defined by mothers. Informants described what they
did in their own words. We recorded what treatments they used
and the order in which they had initiated each treatment (first,
second, third, etc.). We used a checklist of treatments to probe
for any treatments informants might have forgotten. Finally,
we renarrated the order of treatments back to the informant to
confirm if we had correctly recorded their stories.

After recording a mother's reported behavior, we asked her
to tell us why she had decided to use these particular treatments.
We took notes during the open-ended interview and recorded
any decision criteria that the mother mentioned. To probe for
additional criteria, we asked mothers why they had decided
against using other treatments. We also we asked mothers how
the latest episode of diarrhea had varied from previous episodes
and if they had done anything different this time. If so, we asked
why (Gladwin 1989).

After our first interview (Sample A), we posited several rules
that appeared to govern treatment behavior. We tested these
potential rules on the next informant by asking her about these
specific beliefs or illness conditions. We continued this process
of eliciting rules and checking them on subsequent informants.
By the end of our twelfth interview, we noticed that we were
not eliciting any more new decision criteria. We continued,
however, to interview the remaining mothers in our sample.

Since we had not asked the first mothers we interviewed
about decision criteria mentioned by later mothers, we knew
that our data would be incomplete. We had anticipated returning
to all 20 women in our sample to administer a formal
(close-ended) interview schedule about the previously reported
illness episode. This way, we would be sure to have the same
information from all the mothers.

We created the formal interview schedule by reviewing the
list of decision criteria and potential rules generated from the
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informal interviews. For example, we noted that some mothers
had told us they had used a particular treatment because it was
the "best" treatment for diarrhea. We decided to include
questions about treatment preference in the formal interview.
We asked mothers which of 6 treatments they considered the
"best" remedy. (We did not include the option of seeking a
doctor because we were worried that the option would bias the
elicitation of other preferences.) This was a hypothetical
question and was not based on any particular diarrheal episode.
We noted the selected treatment and repeated the question with
the remaining remedies until we got a complete ranking.

After completing the informal and formal interviews, we
reduced Sample A to 17. We dropped 2 of the 20 women from
the sample because the last case ofdiarrhea they treated occurred
over 3 months ago. We were unable to complete all the
ethnographic interview with I other woman.

STEP 2. FORMALIZATION OF A DECISION MODEL

We drew on information from mothers in Sample A to
construct a tentative decision model which linked together the
decision criteria most important in accounting for mothers'
sequences of reported treatment. With an expert system shell
(a computer program), we modified the model until we were
satisfied with how well it postdicted our informants' reported
behavior. We expected our model's postdictive accuracy rate
to be relatively high but not perfect. On the one hand, the model
is a simplistic representation of criteria that account for
aggregate behavior patterns and should contain errors. On the
other hand, since we had used the data from Sample A to build
the model, the model should more or less accurately postdict
those same data. The model represents a set of hypotheses about
the factors people consider when selecting treatments.

STEP 3.TESTING THE PREDICTIVE POWER OF THE DECISION

MODEL

Once our model was complete, we tested its predictive power
on a second independent sample of women, called Sample B.
Gladwin (1989) suggests that a second sample test is ideal.

Selection ofSample B

Sample B comprised a selection of 20 mothers from San
Jose. As in Sample A, we interviewed informants over a two
week period in different parts of the town and at different times
of the day. We interviewed the first 20 women we encountered
who had children under 5 and had treated a case of diarrhea in
the last 3 months. None of the mothers had been through the
(possibly contaminating) exercise of model building with us.

Data Collection for Sample B

As we did in Sample A, we first asked each mother about
what she did the last time her child had diarrhea. We used the
same checklist of treatments to help mothers remember
treatments they might have forgotten and we renarrated the
treatment sequences back to each mother to confirm the order
ofeach treatment's use. After recording each mother's reported
behavior, we used the same close-ended interview schedule
about decision criteria that we had used on Sample A.

Calculation ofModel's Predictive (and Postdict;ve) Power

We used the data collected from the 20 women in Sample B
to test the predictive power of our model, whereas we used the
data from Sample A to test the postdictive power of our model.
To avoid bias, we programmed a computer to classify cases in
in a "blinded" fashion, based on the decision rules of our model.
The model predicted a sequence of treatments for each woman.
We compared the model's predicted sequence with each
woman's reported treatment sequence. When the predicted
sequence did not agree with the reported sequence, we
considered the discrepancy to be an error in the lliOdel's
predictive capability. We expected the discrepancies between
the predicted and the reported treatment sequences to be
minimal. Moreover, we expected our model to predict the
reported behavior at better than chance levels.

Calculating the discrepancy between reported and predicted
sequences is difficult. For example, we needed to measure the
discrepancy between a report by a mother of using: a) a tea, b)
a pill, and c) sugar-salt-solutions (in that order); and the model's
prediction of: tea, sugar-salt-solutions, and seeking help from
medical personnel (in that order).

To simplify the comparison, we forced our model to predict
the same number of treatments as each mother reported. If a
mother reported using five different treatments, our model made
predictions about the five treatments and the order in which
the mother used them. We wanted our model to predict what
treatments the mothers used and did not use and the order in
which mothers used them. We calculated a general accuracy
measure that ignored the ordering of treatments, and a specific
measure that examined how well the model predicted exact
treatment order.

In the general measurement, we considered two types of
errors. Errors ofomission were those where the model failed
to predict that the mother used a particular treatment. In our
example above, the model fails to predict that the mother used
a pill. Errors of commission were those where the model
predicted that the mother would use a treatment but in fact did
not. In our example, the model predicts that the mother will
seek help from a private doctor when she does not. We kept
track of the different types of errors for each treatment to better
understand the strengths and weaknesses of the model.

To calculate the more specific measure of accuracy, we
examined each position in the recalled and predicted sequences
and determined if they matched. In our example above, only
the first treatment, tea, matches exactly what the mother reported
doing and what the model predicted she would do. The large
number of possible sequence permutations makes achieving a
high level of specific-order accuracy difficult.

In order to determine when the model was accurate enough
to justify its use, we had to compare measures of accuracy to
some standard. One way of doing this was to compare the
measures of accuracy with what we expect to get by chance
(Weller et al. 1996). We used our knowledge of each sample's
distribution of treatments to calculate the probabilities of
correctly predicting treatments just by chance. In the case of
the general measure of accuracy, we first counted the number
of times mothers used and didn't use a particular treatment.
For each treatment modality, we then calculated the number of
times that we expected to be correct if we randomly and
proportionately classified the cases into used and didn't use
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Figure I. Overall Decision Model Figure 2. Constraints on Remedies

Rule 1
IF

THEN
Rule 2
IF
THEN
Rule 3
IF

THEN

child has blood stools OR
child has swollen glands OR
child is vomiting
take child to doctor

diarrhea is caused by empacho
give physical treatment

previous rules do not apply OR
there is no cure with the empacho treatment
give the highest preferred curing treatment that meets
constraints'

SUl;ar-salt-solution
IF you know how to make DRS AND

your child will drink DRS
THEN give DRS

Pill or Liquid Medication
IF you know a medication that works for diarrhea AND

you have it in the house
THEN give the pill or liquid medication
IF you know a medication that works for diarrhea AND

it is cheap AND
it is easy to obtain

THEN give the pill or liquid medication
Rule 4
IF
THEN

previous treatment did not stop diarrhea
compare the two highest treatments of remaining options
4.1 IF one is a curing remedy AND

meets its constraints
THEN give this treatment

4.2 IF both or neither are curing remedies AND
each meet their respective constraints

THEN give the highest ranked preference

to have curing or simply palliative functions. Individual
perceptions of treatment efficacy appeared to influence which
treatments women used first, second, and third. We tried to
incorporate these observations into a single decision-making
model. Figures 1 and 2 show the model that we developed to
explain women's sequential treatments of childhood diarrhea.

'Only sugar-salt-solutions or medications have constraints. These constraints
are listed in Figure 2.

Read the model as follows: Mothers (as an aggregate) first
consider the severity of the illness. They consider bloody stools,
swollen glands, and vomiting to be serious illnesses. If the child
has any of the three symptoms, mothers seek advice from a
doctor. Otherwise, mothers decide if the diarrhea comes from
empacho. If so, the appropriate treatment is some kind of
physical manipulation. If it does not come from empacho, or if
the empacho treatment fails, then mothers use additional rules
to choose other treatments. They first try their "highest
preferred" curing treatment that meets the treatment's particular
constraints. If the first treatment slows stool output, they stop.
Otherwise mothers compare the "two highest preferred"
treatments that remain untried. Ifone remedy is for curing, and
it meets its constraints, they try it. If both or neither are cures,
they try the highest preferred remedy that meets all the
constraints. Lastly, they repeat the previous rule until runny
stools stop or the episode has lasted more than a week. If the
latter, they take the child to a doctor.

MODEL INTERPRETATION

MODEL'S POSTDICTING AND PREDICTING ABILITY

the previous treatment did not stop the diarrhea AND
the episode is less than I week long
repeat Rule 4THEN

Rule 6
IF the episode has lasted more than I week
THEN take the child to a doctor

RuleS
IF

categories. Finally, we compared observed levels of accuracy
with levels of accuracy we expected by chance. For each
treatment modality, we report: a) the model's ability to postdict
or predict better than chance; b) the ratio of observed accuracy
to accuracy levels obtained by chance; and c) the probability
of obtaining such observed levels of accuracy by chance alone. I

To calculate the model's prediction of all treatment
modalities, we averaged the measures of the chance across all
seven different modalities. We used calculations similar to those
in the general case to assess the chance of the model correctly
guessing exact treatment orders. Again, we compared our
measures of accuracy with those expected by chance.

The Model

The formal and informal interviews in Sample A suggested
several patterns. We observed that certain physical symptoms
warrant particular treatments while other symptoms are more
ambiguous. We found that women must meet certain constraints
(i.e., conditions that might otherwise prevent use) for some
remedies but not others. For example, mothers had to meet
constraints associated with sugar-salt-solution or
medications but were less constrained by other remedies.
The data suggested that the order in which women administer
treatments depended on two factors: their faith in the treatment's
efficacy and their understanding of the treatment's function.
We noticed that women varied in their hierarchy of treatment
preferences and whether they considered specific treatments

Tables 3,4, and 5 show our model's postdictive and predictive
ability. Table 3 shows that when we tested our model on Sample
A, the model made 13 errors while trying to predict 119 possible
treatments (17 cases @ 7 treatments per case). This translates into
a general postdictive accuracy rate of 89%. That is, on average,
the model correctly postdicted whether or not a mother used a
particular treatment modality 89% of the time. The model was
better at postdicting whether or not women used mineral water, a
doctor, and sugar-salt-solutions than it was at postdicting the use
ofteas or rice water. Except for pharmaceutical products, the model
postdicts all treatment modalities at above rates of 80%. All
postdictive accuracy rates are significantly better than chance.

Table 4 shows that the model postdicted exactly at what
point a mother would use a particular treatment 36% of the
time. This is 31 % better or over five times greater than
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Table 3. General Accuracy Measures by Treatments in
Sample A and Sample B

Table 4. Sequence Accuracy Measures (Sample A, N=17)

Trea!emenlS ~ Errors Accuracy Measures
Correct Belter Observed Probabili!y

OmisoCommiso by than to chance as good

sions sions Correct Correct Chance Chance ratio by chance
(#) (#) (#) ('it) ('it) ('it) alone

Sample A (N=I7)
te IS 0 I 16 0.94 0.79 0.72 1.12 0.007
atole 13 I I IS 0.88 0.64 0.67 1.38 0.022
pastilla 8 I 4 12 0.71 0.50 0.41 1.41 0.044
sidral 8 0 0 17 1.00 0.50 1.00 1.99 0.000
medico 5 I 0 16 0.94 0.58 0.86 1.61 0.010
suero 8 2 I 14 0.82 0.50 0.65 1.64 0.003
jisico 4 I 0 16 0.94 0.64 0.84 1.47 0.022

Total 61 6 7 106 0.89 0.59 0.73 1.50

Sample B (n=20j
te 17 2 0 18 0.90 0.75 0.61 1.21 0.046
atole 14 I I 18 0.90 0.58 0.76 l.S5 0.002
pastilla 12 3 3 14 0.70 0.52 0.38 1.35 0.113
sidral 9 0 4 16 0.80 0.51 0.60 1.58 0.012
medico 8 0 2 18 0.90 0.52 0.79 1.73 0.001
suero 6 I 2 17 0.85 0.58 0.64 1.47 0.002
jisico 5 I 2 17 0.85 0.63 0.60 1.36 0.004

Total 71 8 14 118 0.84 0.58 0.62 1.45

anticipated by chance. As Table 4 shows, the model was better
at postdicting treatments given first (65%) and second (47%)
than it was at postdicting treatments given later in the sequence.

We used independent Sample B to test the model's predictive
power. On Sample B, the model had a general predictive
accuracy rate of 84%. This was 62% better or almost 1.5 times
greater than chance. As in Sample A, the model is better at
predicting the use or nonuse of mineral water, sugar-salt
solutions, or a doctor. Except for pills, all predictive accuracy
rates are significantly better than chance.

Table 5 shows that overall the model predicted the exact
order in which the treatment was given 18% of the time. This
is roughly 13% better or over 3 times greater than expected by
chance. Like Sample A, the model is again strongest in
predicting the exact order of first treatments used (35%). Despite
its overall accuracy, the model performs less than adequately
in predicting the exact treatments used first and second.

Discussion

Our model is as accurate as other decision models that predict
treatment behavior. Young (1980) examined how people in a
rural Mexican community choose one of four possible ways to
treat an illness. He used 9 decision rules to model people's initial
choice of treatment. Sometimes the selected treatment failed,
and people had to make another choice. Young used 11 rules to
model people's second choice. Young's two-stage decision
model predicted 95% of reported behavior for the first stage
and 84% forthe second stage. Mathews and Hill (1990) used 9
rules to predict six treatment modalities in Costa Rica.

Weller et al. (1996) reassesses the Mexican and Costa Rican
models and compares their predictive power to chance. She

Treatments I 2 5 6 7 Total
Observed Frequencies

te II 4 0 0 0 0 0 IS
atole 0 6 5 I I 0 0 13
pastilla 2 2 I 2 I 0 0 8
sidral 0 0 3 4 0 I 0 8
medico I 0 I 0 I 2 0 5
suero I 2 2 2 I 0 0 8
jisico 2 I 0 0 I 0 0 4

Total 17 IS 12 9 5 3 0 61

Exact Hits as Predicted by Model (Sample A. n=J7j
te 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 8
atole 0 2 I 0 I 0 0 4
pastilla I 2 0 0 0 0 0 3
sidral 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
medico I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
suero I I I I 0 0 0 4
jisico 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

Total II 7 2 I I 0 0 22

Accuracy measures
% of observed

0.65 0.47 0.17 0.11 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.36
% expected by chance

0.49 0.23 0.15 0.09 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.07
% better than chance

0.31 0.31 0.02 0.02 0.18 -0.02 0.00 0.31
Observed: chance ratio

1.32 2.04 1.11 1.19 10.70 0.00 n.a. 5.15

found that Young's four treatment options could be predicted
by chance 59% of the time. She notes that Young's accuracy
rate was 88% better than chance (1.61 times better). In her
reexamination of the Mathews and Hill data, she found that
treatment behavior could be predicted by chance 23% of the
time. Although Mathews and Hill reported an accuracy rate of
only 62%, Weller shows that this is still 51 % better than, chance
(2.21 times better). In her own study of treatment choices in
Guatemala, Weller developed a decision model that predicts
48-49% of the cases, but only performed 7%-9% better than
chance. Our predictive accuracy is slightly higher than that of
Mathews and Hill, and slightly less than Young's. In any case,
we know that it predicted significantly better than chance on
all treatment modalities except for pharmaceutical products.

The predictive accuracy of our model suggests that we are
explaining at least some of the variation in mothers' reported
treatment behaviors. The model explains aggregate patterns and
only approximates how individual caretakers decide how to
manage diarrheal illnesses. The importance of the model is not
that it represents exact cognitive processes. Rather, it depicts
the interaction among cognitive and non-cognitive factors to
predict reported behavior.

This study provides insight into several interesting questions.
At the loca11evel we wanted to know, "What does the model
tell us about the illness management of childhood diarrhea in
San Jose?" and "What does the model suggest for program
interventions?" At the theoretical level, we can ask "What does
the model suggest for improving our understanding of how
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Table 5. Sequence Accuracy Measures (Sample B, N=20)

Position in Sequence

Treatments I 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total

Observed Frequencies
te 9 5 2 0 I 0 0 17

alole 3 I 6 4 0 0 0 14

pastilla 6 4 I I 0 0 0 12

sidral 0 3 4 I 0 I 0 9

medico I I I 2 2 0 I 8

suero 0 I I 2 I 1 0 6

j£sico I I 0 I 2 0 0 5

Total 20 16 15 1\ 6 2 1 71

Exact Hits as Predicted by Model (Sample B. n=20)

te 2 0 I 0 I 0 0 4

alole 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 I

pastilla 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 5

sidral 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

medico 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 I

suero 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I

j£sico I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I

Total 7 0 3 I 2 0 0 13

Accuracy measures
% of observed

0.35 0.00 0.20 0.09 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.18
% expected by chance

0.46 0.19 0.21 0.10 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.06

% better than chance
-0.19 -0.24 -0.01 -0.01 0.31 -0.01 0.00 0.13

Observed: chance ratio
0.77 0.00 0.95 0.95 9.37 0.00 0.00 3.28

laypeople manage illnesses?" And from a methodological
standpoint, we can ask "How could we improve our techniques
for building more predictive models?"

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED: ILLNESS MANAGEMENT IN

SAN JOSE?

The process of collecting ethnographic data, building a
model, and testing it taught us that mother's reported behavior
is guided by several interrelated criteria. We found that under
certain conditions, mothers resorted to particular kinds of
treatments. That is, mothers acted as if they were following a
condition rule. At other times, however, mothers' acted as if
their behavior was impeded by some condition. We refer to
such conditions as constraints. The ordering of treatments
depended on how mothers perceived both the efficacy and
function of each of the treatment modalities.

Conditional Rules

Mothers believe that certain conditions warrant particular
treatments. Rule 1 applies to severe conditions. If the child has
bloody stools, swollen glands, or is vomiting, then a woman
seeks medical advice. Other studies on diarrhea have reported
increased health seeking behaviors for severe signs. Mothers
also seek medical assistance if the diarrhea continues for more
than a week (Rule 6). A recent study of reported treatment
behavior in Honduras found that caretakers were nearly twice

as likely to consult someone (hospital, health center, or other)
if the diarrhea had lasted for more than three days or if the
child was vomiting (DeClerque et al. 1992). In a study in India,
researchers found that the presence of blood was associated
with an increase in the number of medical treatments given to
a child, whereas duration was associated with whether a mother
made a medical visit (Bentley et al. 1992).

Rule 2 shows how a particular belief affects behavior. Some
mothers believe that diarrhea results from a blockage in the
stomach or intestines. The condition, known as empacho,
requires a treatment designed to free the digestive system of
obstructions. Under such conditions, women will treat the illness
with massages, purgatives, and other physical remdies. In
Nicaragua, 82% of mothers recommended using purgatives for
empacho (Smith et al. 1993).

Our decision model does not assume that all beliefs affect
behavior. During the process of eliciting rules, informants listed
criteria they perceived as using to select among treatment
alternatives. For example some informants claimed that stool
color was such a criterion. When we examined our data from
Sample A, however, we found that stool color failed to postdict
treatment behavior. We obtained similar results for categories
of illnesses based on causation (such as teething or eating green
fruit). As a result, we omitted stool color (and categories based
on causation) as an important criteria in our model. On the other
hand, we incorporated the belief in empacho because it did
postdict behavior.

Constraints

Women must meet certain conditions or constraints to use
some remedies. The model accounts for such restrictions in
Rule 3. Only two of the eight treatments have important
constraints associated with them. Figure 2 shows the restrictions
on sugar-salt-solution and medications. To use sugar-salt
solution, mothers must know how to make the proper solution.
The child must also be able to drink it. For women to use a pill
or liquid medication, they must know one that works for
diarrhea. If they do not have the item in the house, it must be
easy to get and inexpensive. For instance, we were concerned
that asking mothers "Did you have enough money at the time
to buy such a medicine?" (referring to pills or liquids from
pharmacies) would not provide accurate answers. The local
health auxiliaries with whom we were working also considered
this question too intrusive.

Herbal teas and rice water, because they are cheap and easily
obtainable, had no constraints associated with them.
Surprisingly, we found no particular constraints on seeking
advice from medical personnel. To most women, childhood
diarrhea is not a serious enough illness to require special medical
treatment. They feel that diarrhea is only serious when the child
vomits, has swollen glands, or bloody stools, in which cases,
they believe the child has some other illness called "vomiting,"
"swollen glands," or "dysentery." Since these illnesses are more
serious, mothers seek medical help regardless of the cost.
"Medical personnel" also includes a range of options, from the
expensive private doctor to free public health clinics. (Of course,
mothers incur transportation and time costs to attend public
clinics. These costs, however, are minimal in comparison to
those of consulting private doctors.) Other researchers have
found similar results (Oths 1994).
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Ordering Factors

Rule ordering is crucial for predicting what remedies women
give their children. If there were no ordering procedure, many
remedies would pass their respective constraints and we would
predict that women would use all the remedies. In fact, women
do not use all the remedies. They use remedies sequentially.
Once they stop the watery stools, they stop treatment.

Predicting the order in which mothers apply remedies
involves two variables. Not surprisingly, a mother's ranking of
what she considers the best remedies increases our ability to
predict the order of application. Young (1980) used the term
faith, while economists and market researchers refer to
preference. The ranking, however, depends on whether or not
the mother believes that a particular remedy cures diarrhea,
i.e., stops stool output, or is simply something that is good for
the child while he or she is going through the illness. Palliatives
can either act as sustenance or as rehydration fluids (where
women do not see rehydration as part of the cure). Rule 4 says
that women will first use a remedy that they believe stops or
cures diarrhea. If a remedy is only palliative (nutritive or
rehydrating), then women use it after a curing remedy. These
ordering principles account for why some women try pills before
tea, and others try tea first. Women who think teas stop diarrhea
are more likely to use teas earlier in the process than women
who think teas are only good for palliative purposes.

Intracultural Variation

Our model incorporates intracultural variation in several
ways. Some women in the community believe that empacho
causes diarrhea while others do not. Rule 2 does not affect
women who don't believe in empacho at all. Those who believe
in empacho only respond if they think that empacho is the cause
of that particular illness episode. It may turn out that only a
minority of the population hold the view in San Jose. We
incorporated the rule into the model because there is a strong
association between the belief in empacho and the use of
treatments that involved physical manipulation or use of
purgatives. Since these treatments are hazardous to children,
they warrant inclusion.

Much of the variance in choice of treatment comes from
intracultural variation in either what women consider the
"better" remedies or what they consider the function of the
treatment to be. Some women think that tea is better than sugar
salt-solution, while others think the reverse. Some women think
that rice water stops diarrhea, while other only think that it is
"good for the child." The model allows for this intracultural
variation in Rule 4. The model suggests that mothers first
consider treatments that: a) slow the stool output, and b) they
have more faith in. Implicitly the model suggests that mothers
will try one treatment after another until the child returns to
normal. Which treatment she considers first has a lot of bearing
on what she does.

WHAT DOES OUR RESEARCH SUGGEST FOR INTERVENTION

PROJECTS IN SAN JOSE?

This study suggests tentative recommendations for
intervention projects in San Jose. First, since treatments that
involve possibly dangerous physical manipulations ofthe child's

body relate to the belief in empacho, education programs should
address this belief directly (Baer and Ackerman 1988; Kendall
1985; Kendall et ai. 1984). Because community members do
not uniformly hold this belief, targeting particular groups that
hold the belief would probably be a more cost-effective manner
for diminishing dangerous practices such as the use of
purgatives.

Second, careful attention should be paid to the curative!
palliative distinction. If the goal of an intervention project is to
convince women to use a particular treatment at an early stage,
the remedy should be billed as a cure. If it is already seen as a
cure, then it should also be billed as a palliative. :be latter
strategy will likely increase use by those who first try their
preferred treatment and then look for a remedy that makes the
child feel better.

Third, increasing the availability of cheap medical care will
probably not significantly increase the frequency of women
seeking medical personnel. In the case of childhood diarrhea,
medical care is sought when the illness is severe or has lasted
for a week. Our informants failed to mention financial or
transport constraints as a major rationale for not seeking medical
personnel. Although we failed to measure financial or transport
constraints directly (and in hindsight probably should have),
our model correctly predicted whether or not a mother sought
help from medical personnel in 90% of the cases. This was
significantly greater than chance. If we included potential
financial and transport constraints in the present model, at best
these additional factors could account for only 10% of the
unexplained variation.

Fourth, teaching women how to mix sugar-salt-solutions
with locally available products may increase the use of sugar
salt-solution by removing the constraint. If, however, there is
no accompanying change in women's preference for sugar-salt
solution or their perception of its function, there will be little
change in use rates. Probably the most effective way to increase
the use of sugar-salt-solution is to promote it as a powerful
cure. Other investigators (Kendall et al. 1983:357) have also
suggested this strategy for oral rehydration solution (ORS).

Fifth, in selecting which treatment is best on both fronts
(curative and palliative), we would suggest rice water. In San
Jose, its frequency of use is second only to tea. Although some
people view rice water as a curative treatment, most consider it
to be a palliative. Recent studies have shown rice water to mimic
much of what ORS is intended to accomplish. It rehydrates
children and replenishes lost electrolytes (MartInez et al. 1994;
Molla et ai. 1982). Rice water offers an added bonus of reducing
stool frequency and output, and this allows health delivery
specialists to market rice water as a curative remedy. This would
increase its overall use and the probability of its being used
earlier in a treatment episode.

Can we guarantee that our recommendations will work? Our
recommendations are based on this study and are confirmed by
other information and observations gathered as part of the larger
valley-wide project. The difference between our study and other
surveys conducted in the area is that we tested our model on an
independent sample and the model did very well. Ideally, we
should test the model on other samples throughout the valley.
This would increase our sample size and constitute a powerful
replication of an experiment. Checking the predictive power of
a model, however, is just the first step (no matter how many
times you do it). The next step is to try to use our theory to
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modify peoples' behavior. To do this, we need to design an
intervention project based on the theory and see if it works. In
a sense, an intervention project is the next logical step in
::onfirming our understanding. It is a new Sample C, and is the
most rigorous test of all.

WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED ABOUT How LAY PEOPLE

MANAGE ILLNESS EPISODES?

Our research suggests that predicting lay behaviors depends
an conditional rules, perceived constraints, ordering affects,
and intracultural differences. None of these wholly determines
behavior. In fact, there are a variety of conditional rules,
perceived constraints, ordering effects and intracultural
differences that do not appear to affect what people do. The
trick is to identify and confirm which do affect behavior and
which do not.

The conditional rules that played the most important role in
determining mother's behavior in San Jose are linked to
typologies of illness and signs of severity.

Although we cannot extrapolate the criteria that mothers in
San Jose use to select among treatment alternatives to other
:ultures, we feel confident in suggesting that some beliefs and
IIness typologies (such as empacho) affect'behavior a lot, while
Jther typologies (such as stool color or specific theories of
:ausation) do not. It remains to be seen whether some kinds of
IIness categories playa more important role in guiding behavior
han others.

[MPROVING THE DECISION-MODELING TECHNIQUES

In hindsight, we realize that our techniques for building and
esting decision models can be improved. Decision models
mply that some relationship of cognitive and noncognitive
'actors cause treatment behavior, not the other way around.
)ecision modeling requires that the modeler make two
lssumptions. First, at least some knowledge and beliefs affect
Jehavior in a direct manner. Second, rules elicited from an
nformant are in fact part of the decision-making process and
lre not simply post-hoc justifications for behavior. That is, rules
Ire not simply acts of cognitive dissonance reduction (Cohen
md Moore 1988; Festinger 1957, 1964).

To assure that peoples' beliefs really affect their behavior
lOd not the other way around, we should have collected data
lbout peoples' beliefs before they actually confronted the illness
McKinlay 1972). This is probably unnecessary for collecting
;xploratory data in Sample A. Here we want people to recall a
pecific illness episode and explain their reasons for behaving
n a particular fashion. For testing the model on Sample B,
lowever, it would have been better if we had first surveyed all
he mothers in the community about their beliefs regarding
iiarrhea and its treatment, and then included only those mothers
vho managed a diarrheal episode relatively soon afterward.
~hat way we would be more sure that mothers held the beliefs
n question before they acted and didn't simply form the beliefs
a justify their behavior. Of course, the more peoples' beliefs
~nded to vary over time, the sooner we would have to collect
,ur behavioral data after the surveys of beliefs.

Collecting accurate information about what people do
~mainsa real problem for decision modelers ofhealth behaviors
ecause treatment actions tend to occur in short intervals, in

different places, and at different times. For example, a mother
might give her child a pill (in a matter of seconds), at night, in
a neighbor's house. Since direct observation is extremely
difficult to carry out, most modelers (ourselves included) rely
on informants' recall of their past behavior. Consequently we
are really modeling the behavior of how people recall treatment
management. We assume that people's recall approximates their
actual behavior to some degree.

We know, however, that recall data is extremely inaccurate
and unreliable (Bernard et at. 1984; Deutscher 1973; Gesler
1979; Kroeger 1983; McKinlay 1972). Some researchers have
argued that although recall data may be inaccurate for asse.;sing
whether or not a specific events occurred, recall does give
researchers a general picture of what usually happens (Freeman
et at. 1987; McNabb 1990). Obviously, the sooner we ask
informants about a particular past behavior, the better data we
expect to obtain. However, this still begs the questions: "How
much error is there?" and "Is the error biased in any systematic
direction?" For example, "Are there certain behaviors that
informants are likely to forget or add when asked to recall past
illness episodes?" If so, "How is this affected by time lags?"
Although we may not be able to calculate an exact error rate
between recall and behavior, examining the changes in recall
over time would allow us to at least identify any systematic
biases. These would help us estimate minimum or maximum
error bounds in the data.

Ethnographic decision modeling has progressed from
modeling simple yes/no behaviors (Gladwin 1980; Rytina
1982), to modeling multiple behaviors (Mathews and Hill 1990;
Weller et al. 1996; Young 1981 a). In our study, we go to the
next level of trying to model treatment orders. Our model is
still simplistic in that we only examine the rank ordering of
treatment initialization. Future models may want to include time
as another dimension. Although incorporating time into a model
would add significantly to its complexity, it would allow us to
better examine: a) how long people are willing to try treatments
before stopping them; b) how long caretakers delay before
beginning any treatment at all; and c) under what circumstances
people use different treatments simultaneously.

We are also continuing to develop better accuracy measures
for comparing observed (or reported) behavior with predicted
behaviors. Examining the number of matches; measuring the
difference between observed and chance outcomes; and
calculating the probability of obtaining such levels of accuracy
by chance alone are all steps in this process. The formulation
and standardization of such measurements will continue to
challenge decision modelers as we become more sophisticated
in predicting multiple behaviors, in particular orders, over
different time periods.

Improving ethnographic modeling techniques ignores the
question of how well such techniques compare to other methods
for modeling behavior. Weller et al. (1996) compare
ethnographic decision modeling with other formal methods of
analysis. They found that a multivariate model, based on a health
service research approach (Becker and Maiman 1983), was
better at predicting treatment practices in rural Guatemala than
was an ethnographic decision model (23% versus 7% better
than chance). In their study, however, Weller et al. found that
both techniques identified similar variables which suggests that
the two approaches complement one another. In Weller et al.'s
analysis, the multivariate approach provided a broader view of
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how variables influenced health care and was better for
understanding population utilization patterns. The decision
modeling approach, however, provided insights into how
individuals made choices using available information. Research
will determine when multivariate modeling or decision
modeling is most appropriate. In the meantime, using multiple
methods will provide more insight into phenomena of interest
and will let us compare the advantages and disadvantages of
different techniques. Improving our techniques for modeling
and measuring medical choices, will challenge us to develop
additional techniques for comparing models across illnesses,
communities, and cultures.

NOTES

I We calculated "better than chance" as: (Observed Accuracy % 
Chance Accuracy %)/( I-Chance Accuracy %). This formula is derived
from the goodness-of-fit measure, tau (Klecka 1980). We wish to thank
Susan Weller for her assistance in calculating this measure. We
calculated "observed to expected ratio" as: (Observed Accuracy %)1
(Chance Accuracy %). To calculate the "probability of obtaining
observed levels of accuracy by chance alone," we did the following:
suppose there are M occurrences of a treatment out of N cases, and K
is the total number ofomissions and commissions that the model makes
while estimating these occurrences. The probability of obtaining an
accuracy measure as good as chance alone is: a) the total number of
combinations in which at least the observed accuracy score (N-K)
that can be obtained; divided by b) the total number of combinations
obtained at random. Let ,C

b
stands for the number of combinations of

b from a. The basis theorem says that ,C
b

= a!fb!(a-b)!. We calculate
the numerator by adding up all combinations that give accuracy scores
greater than or equal to N-K. There is only one combination the gives
a perfect score N (K=O). In order to get a lower score, we have to
swap an occurrence of a treatment with the nonoccurrence of a
treatment. This results in scores always having the same parity as N.
The number of ways to score N-2 = C" C and the number ofM I N·M I'
ways to score N-4 = MC2 " N.MC2' etc. In general, the ways to score N-
2K = MCK "N.MCK' After we sum the combinations that produce scores
greater or equal to those observed in our model, we divide by the total
number of random combinations ( C ). This gives us the probability
of obtaining an accuracy measure ~s ;ood as chance alone. We would
like to thank Peter Killworth for his assistance in calculating this
measure.
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